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ABSTRACT

The seasonal upper-tropospheric teleconnection betweenENSOand theNorthAtlantic/European sector is

explored through a series of model experiments. A barotropic vorticity equation model is linearized about

climatological conditions for each season of the year, and divergence forcing is applied over the equatorial

Pacific to mimic El Ni~no–related convective activity. During boreal fall, winter, and spring, this forcing

similarly excites a northeastward-propagating stationary barotropicRossbywave train that extends across the

North Atlantic to the European coast. Strong anomalies develop over the British Isles in the vicinity of the

NorthAtlantic jet exit. Solutions during boreal summer produce no clear wave train; however, evidence exists

for a North Atlantic response because of both eastward- and westward-propagating signals. These direct

responses over the Atlantic and Europe are qualitatively similar to observed ENSO-associated anomalies

during boreal spring and fall, but differ structurally during summer and winter. Further experiments with the

vorticity equation model using full Rossby wave source forcing, which included vorticity advection, increase

the amplitude of the response over Europe during some seasons; however, structural differences persist.

Finally, experiments with the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), version 4, reveal that the basic

northeastward-propagating response is modulated by downstream feedbacks. These changes are most pro-

found during boreal winter and engender an arching wave train pattern that, matching observations, reflects

off the jet over North America, propagates southeastward over the North Atlantic, and fails to reach the

European coast. Overall, the simulations with CAM correctly depict observed seasonal changes in the

magnitude of the ENSO–North Atlantic/European teleconnection by producing a strong fall and winter

response but a weaker spring and summer response. The CAM experiments also indicate that the seasonal

response is not dependent on antecedent conditions; however, CAM simulations fail to project the upper-

tropospheric anomalies appropriately to the lower troposphere.

1. Introduction

This work builds on analysis that used observations to

explore the seasonal relationship between the El Ni~no–

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and European precipita-

tion (Shaman 2013, manuscript submitted to J. Climate).

Previous work has suggested that at least some of these

seasonal teleconnections may be mediated by anoma-

lous upper-tropospheric Rossby wave activity forced by

ENSO-related changes to precipitation rates over the

equatorial Pacific (Park 2004; Shaman and Tziperman

2011); however, how this teleconnection varies through

the calendar year and whether its role linking the

equatorial Pacific and North Atlantic/European sectors

is important in all seasons remains undetermined.

Some prior modeling studies have explored the tele-

connection between ENSO and the North Atlantic, par-

ticularly during boreal winter. Model simulations are

often consistent with observations over the North Atlantic

(Dong et al. 2000; Greatbatch et al. 2004; Greatbatch and

Jung 2007); however, the response over Europe is much

less robust and less explored. For instance, model sim-

ulations with the ECHAM4 AGCM have been able

to replicate many observed winter and summer ENSO

teleconnections around the planet; however, telecon-

nections between ENSO and Europe are not consistently

well resolved (Gr€otzner et al. 2000). Subsequent work

with the ECHAM4 model showed that the response of

the North Atlantic/European sector to ENSO was sen-

sitive to model resolution and that at a higher resolution

a better Northern Hemisphere wintertime response was

simulated (Merkel and Latif 2002).
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Feddersen (2003) decomposedM�et�eo-France AGCM

simulations and found some skill in the representation

of spring precipitation over Scandinavia. The upper-

tropospheric barotropic response to ENSO along the

west coast of Europe for boreal fall has been represented

with a simple linearized model (Shaman and Tziperman

2011), and this pattern is associated with anomalous on-

shore moisture to southern Europe.

Here, seasonal teleconnections between ENSO and

upper-tropospheric variability over the North Atlantic

and Europe are further explored using a hierarchy of

models. Model simulations of individual ENSO events

with different SST anomaly patterns can yield different

responses in theNorthAtlantic/European sector (Mathieu

et al. 2004); however, in this study the focus will be the

average upper-tropospheric response to ENSO rather

than individual events. Instantaneous, within season tele-

connections mediated by rapidly propagating atmo-

spheric Rossby wave teleconnections will be the principal

focus. Model simulations will be compared primarily to

seasonal ENSO-associated upper-tropospheric anoma-

lies over the North Atlantic and Europe, as presented in

Shaman (2013, manuscript submitted to J. Climate) and

reproduced again here for clearer comparison (Fig. 1).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the models and methods used in this

study. Section 3 presents the results from simulations

with a barotropic vorticity equation model linearized

about climatological reanalysis fields for all four sea-

sons: January–March (JFM), April–June (AMJ), July–

September (JAS), and October–December (OND).

Simulations with an atmospheric general circulationmodel

FIG. 1. The 3-month seasonal ENSO-based composites of NNR 200-hPa (left) relative vorticity and (right) zonal

wind made using Ni~no-3.0 SSTs. The contour intervals are (left) 43 1026 s21 and (right) 2m s21. Negative contours

are dotted and the zero contour is omitted.
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(AGCM) are then presented in section 4. Climatological

fields derived from the AGCM simulations are then

used as the basis for further experiments with the line-

arized barotropic vorticity equation model (section 5).

Section 6 presents discussion.

2. Methods

Simulations were performed with both a linearized

barotropic vorticity equation (LBVE) model and an

AGCM. For the LBVE model, the barotropic vorticity

equation was first linearized about a low-pass filtered

(zonal wavenumbers 0–8) background streamfunction

field, for example, JFM 1949–2011 National Centers for

Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (NNR)

200-hPa streamfunction (Kalnay et al. 1996). Two forms

of the LBVEmodel were utilized. In the first form, steady

forced solutions of the LBVE were found following the

solution method of Branstator (1983):

J(c,=2c0)1 J(c0,=2c1 f )1 n=2c0 1 k=4=2c05R ,

(2.1)

where c is streamfunction, f is the Coriolis force, n is the

Rayleigh coefficient, k is a diffusion coefficient, and R is

a forcing function;
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is the Jacobian, r is the Earths radius, l is longitude, and

m 5 sin(u), where u is latitude. Here, the overbars in-

dicate the seasonal time-mean flow (the basic state) and

primes signify the perturbation flow to be solved. The

coefficient nwas set to 1.573 1026 s21 (an e-folding time

of 1/7 day21), and k was set to 2.34 3 1016m4 s21. The

anomaly forcing was specified as R52( f 1=2c)D0,
where D0, the perturbation forcing divergence, was set

to 3 3 1026 s21 for all experiments and was spatially

restricted to the area of perturbation. Equation (2.1) was

solved using spherical harmonics and with a triangular

24 truncation (T24).

The second LBVE form was integrated with full

Rossby wave source forcing, as in Sardeshmukh and

Hoskins (1988):

›z

›t
1J(c,=2c0)1 J(c0,=2c1 f )1n=2c01 k=4=2c05Rf ,

(2.2)

where

Rf 52$ � [$x0(=2c1 f )]2$ � ($x=2c0) (2.3)

is the full Rossby wave source, representing not only

divergence forcing (i.e., vortex stretching), but also vor-

ticity advection by the divergent wind, and x is the ve-

locity potential (e.g., JFM 1949–2011 NNR 200-hPa

velocity potential). As for the steady-state solution, di-

vergence (=2x0 5 D0) was set to a constant 3 3 1026 s21

in the forcing region. Per Sardeshmukh and Hoskins

(1988), uniform compensating convergence was applied

elsewhere globally. Solutions were found by integrating

Eq. (2.2) forward in time for 50 days.

Simulations were also performed using the Com-

munity Atmosphere Model (CAM), version 4 (CAM4;

Neale et al. 2010), an AGCM forced withmergedHadley

Centre optimal interpolation (OI) SSTs and sea ice

concentrations (Hurrell et al. 2008). CAM simulations

were run at 1.98 3 2.58 resolution with 26 levels in the

vertical.

Two types of experiments were performed with the

AGCM. The first involved running a long CAM simu-

lation with SST forcing from 1868 through 2009. The

output from this simulation was used to generate El

Ni~no minus La Ni~na composites of various atmospheric

fields. Only the period from 1870 to 1999 was included

in these composites. Specifically, a seasonal index of

monthly SST anomalies for the Ni~no-3.0 region (58S–
58N, 1508–908W) was constructed from the Hadley

Centre OI SST forcing set. Years for which the index

was in excess of plus or minus one standard deviation

were then identified. For a given field (e.g., 200-hPa

relative vorticity), seasonal composites were then con-

structed by subtracting conditions for that season aver-

aged for all negative phase (e.g., La Ni~na) years from

conditions for that season averaged for all positive phase

(El Ni~no) years.

For the second suite of experiments, CAM was run

with a perpetual setting of either 14 February, 15 May,

15 August, or 15 November. In this setting, orbital

forcing was fixed to one of these specified dates; how-

ever, the model diurnal cycle was retained. Each per-

petual setting of the model was then integrated for 20 yr

with average monthly El Ni~no or La Ni~na SST forcing

for the entire planet or only in the equatorial Pacific

(308S–308N) and climatological monthly SSTs every-

where else. The average monthly El Ni~no and La Ni~na

boundary conditions were derived from the Hadley

Centre OI SST and sea ice forcing set. El Ni~no minus La

Ni~na composites of various atmospheric fields were then

constructed from years 11–20 of these runs.

Some additional analyses of precipitation were per-

formed using three different gridded monthly datasets:
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1) the 1979–2010 National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) NCEP Climate Anomaly Mon-

itoring System (CAMS)–outgoing longwave radiation

precipitation index (OPI) (CAMS–OPI; Janowiak and

Xie 1999); 2) the 1979–2008 National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) Global Precipitation

Climatology Project (GPCP), version 2.1 (Adler et al.

2003); and 3) the 1979–2010 NOAA NCEP Climate

Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precip-

itation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997). All three precip-

itation datasets are gridded at 2.58 3 2.58 resolution. The
CAMS–OPI and NASA GPCP precipitation are both

derived from satellite and gauge estimates. The CMAP

precipitation is a merging of satellite estimates, gauge

estimates, and numerical predictions.

3. LBVE model results

Seasonal ENSO-based composites of precipitation

over the tropical Pacific were generated using the CAMS–

OPI precipitation dataset (Fig. 2). These composites

were used to guide the application of divergence forc-

ing for the LBVE model. All four seasons show that

ENSO rainfall anomaliesmanifest over the PacificOcean

along the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) north

of the equator. During winter, the anomalies are most

concentrated around the date line, and the weakest

rains are in the spring. However, for the coarse forc-

ing used with the LBVEmodel, there is little appreciable

difference of ENSO-related precipitation anomalies

among the seasons. Along the ITCZ, where much of

the precipitation occurs, the intensity of the precip-

itation anomalies varies by at most a factor of 2. Sea-

sonal ENSO-based composites made with the GPCP

and CMAP precipitation datasets produced similar

results.

The anomalousmass transport and upper-tropospheric

heating produced by altered convective activity creates

localized horizontal divergence in the upper troposphere.

Using the ENSO-based precipitation composites as a

guide, experiments were performed principally with

one of two expanses of divergence forcing imposed on

the LBVE model. The first represents El Ni~no–related

Northern Hemispheric forcing as a result of convection

along the ITCZ and spanned 08–108N, 1708E–908W. The

second includes regions farther west as well as to the

south of the equator in the South Pacific convergence

zone (SPCZ) and spanned 108S–108N, 1508E–1508Wand

08–108N, 1508–908W. These regions of divergence forcing

represent the anomalous mass transport and upper-

tropospheric heating imposed by the increased precip-

itation during El Ni~no events.

a. Steady response to divergent forcing

Figure 3 presents the seasonal steady-state response

of the LBVE model [Eq. (2.1)] to divergence applied in

the first forcing region. For the JFM, AMJ, and OND

seasons, the response is similar and characterized by a

northeastward-propagating stationary barotropic Rossby

wave train that produces a large positive vorticity anomaly

over the North Atlantic. For the AMJ and OND seasons,

these vorticity solutions are similar to the anomalies seen

over the North Atlantic in seasonal NNR ENSO-based

composites (Fig. 1). Indeed, for the AMJ season, the

FIG. 2. The 3-month seasonal ENSO-based composites of

CAMS–OPI precipitation made using Ni~no-3.0. Different seasons

are presented in each panel: (a) JFM, (b) AMJ, (c) JAS, and (d)

OND. The contour interval is 2.5mmday21 and the zero contour is

omitted. Also shown in thick dashed lines are boxes outlining the

principal regions where divergence forcing was imposed within the

LBVE model: 08–108N, 1708E–908W in (a) and 108S–108N, 1508E–
1508W and 08–108N, 1508–908W in (b).
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LBVEmodel captures more zonal orientation of the wave

train with a negative vorticity anomaly over the eastern

U.S. seaboard and a positive anomaly to the southwest

of the British Isles. As expected, the AMJ NNR ENSO-

based composite is noisier than theLBVE solution,which

is only the direct linear barotropic response to the applied

divergence forcing.

The OND LBVE solution is consistent with the re-

sponse previously reported for the September–December

(SOND) season (Shaman and Tziperman 2011). This

solution captures the north–south dipole with nodes

centered just to the west of the British Isles and North

Africa. The positive node of the dipole is stronger during

boreal fall than spring in both the model solution and

NNR ENSO-based composites (Fig. 1). This positive

node is at the end of the North Atlantic jet where eddy

momentum fluxes are great and where tropical forcing is

expected and previously has been shown to have a large

direct effect on mean conditions (Hoerling and Ting

1994; Held et al. 2002).

For the JFM season the LBVE solution produces

a dipole similar to that seen for the OND season, though

slightly weaker and shifted to the north. This response

is dissimilar to JFM NNR ENSO-based composites of

200-hPa vorticity. Specifically, the JFM LBVE solution

is much weaker than the composites and appears to be

much too far to the north and east. Indeed, the JFM

NNRENSO-based composite anomalies suggest a wave

train that passes to the south and west of continental

Europe over the western Atlantic Ocean before entering

the North African–Asian (NAA) jet (see also Shaman

and Tziperman 2005). Strong anomalies over the North

Pacific are also evident in the JFM NNR ENSO-based

composites. The LBVE solution fails to replicate these

features.

For the JAS season, the LBVE solution over the

North Atlantic is weak and confined to the NAA jet

(visible over North Africa and the Straits of Gibraltar).

This lack of response is somewhat consistent with the

JAS NNR ENSO-based composite of relative vorticity,

which shows a limited response over the North Atlantic

and statistically significant anomalies in the NAA jet

(Fig. 1).

The largest JAS LBVE response occurs over the Pa-

cific Ocean and is centered within the longitudes of the

forcing region (1708E–908W). For the other three sea-

sons the bulk of the response over the Pacific is shifted

preferentially to the eastern portion of the forcing re-

gion. This difference may reflect changes in the upper-

tropospheric winds. During JAS easterly winds prevail

at 200 hPa between 08 and 108N across the entire Pacific,

whereas during the other seasons an expanse of west-

erlies appears over the central and eastern equatorial

regions (Fig. 4). Indeed, during JAS the most equator-

ward westerlies over the North Pacific are associated

with the subtropical jet centered at 208N, 1608W. This

region is coincident with a large positive vorticity re-

sponse in the LBVE solution (Fig. 3).

The boreal summer equatorial easterlies appear to

advect the vorticity response to the central Pacific, whereas

during the other seasons the equatorial westerlies appear

to shift the response to the eastern Pacific. In addition, it

is only for the three seasons with westerlies in the forcing

region that a canonical poleward and eastward station-

ary Rossby wave response is produced by the LBVE

model. For a zonally symmetric background, westerlies

are necessary to support stationary Rossby wave trains

FIG. 3. Vorticity solution of steady-state LBVEmodel linearized

about 3-month seasonal 200-hPaNNRbackground and forced with

perturbation divergence from 08–108N, 1708E–908W. The contour

interval is 43 1026 s21. Negative contours are dashed and the zero

contour is omitted.
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(Hoskins and Karoly 1981). While westerlies are not

required to support stationary Rossby waves in zonally

varying backgrounds, such as are used here, there does

seem to be an effect associated with the zonal wind di-

rection with a clear poleward and eastward wave train

during JFM, AMJ, and OND, but not during JAS.

Simulations with the steady-state LBVE model were

next repeated using the second forcing region (108S–
108N, 1508E–1508Wand 08–108N, 1508–908W). This more

complete ENSO-related forcing does not affect the

LBVE solutions much (Fig. 5). Indeed, the JFM and

JAS responses are virtually unchanged from the first

forcing (Fig. 3).Over theNorthAtlantic, theAMJ response

weakens slightly and the OND response strengthens

(Fig. 5). Both of these changes are more consistent with

composite findings, which indicate a stronger ENSO-

related change in upper-tropospheric vorticity during

boreal fall than boreal spring (Fig. 1). The similarity in

response to the two forcing regions indicates that the

bulk of the NorthAtlantic and European response in the

steady LBVE model is derived from ENSO-related di-

vergence forcing over the eastern equatorial Pacific.

Next, seasonal simulations with the steady-state LBVE

model and the first forcing region were repeated but

with a sponge layer of high Rayleigh damping applied

pole-to-pole and centered at 908W (per Shaman and

Tziperman 2007). Disturbances impinging upon this

sponge layer are quickly damped out. The sponge layer

is positioned to the east of the forcing region and thus

greatly reduces eastward-propagating wave trains. The

LBVE model solutions with this damping reveal almost

no response over the North Atlantic and Europe, except

during the JAS season (Fig. 6). These solutions indicate

that during the JFM, AMJ, and OND seasons, the vor-

ticity response over the North Atlantic and Europe, as

represented by the LBVE model, derives from an

eastward-propagating signal.

FIG. 4. The 3-month seasonal 1949–2011 NNR 200-hPa zonal

wind climatologies. The contour interval is 10m s21. Negative

contours are dashed and the zero contour is thickened.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but with perturbation divergence forcing

from 108S–108N, 1508E–1508W and 08–108N, 1508–908W. The con-

tour interval is 43 1026 s21. Negative contours are dashed and the

zero contour is omitted.
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For the JAS season, the vorticity response over the

North Atlantic intensifies with the damping of eastward-

propagating signals. This change suggests that during

this season both eastward- and westward-propagating

signals exist and interfere with one another over the

North Atlantic. Indeed, simulation of the LBVE model

with the same forcing, but a sponge layer centered at

1508E, produces a large negative anomaly over the

North Atlantic centered at 458N, 308W (Fig. 7). This

vorticity response matches the weak feature seen over

the North Atlantic in ENSO-based composites (Fig. 1).

Thus, it appears that ENSO-related forcing of the

LBVE model during the JAS season does produce an

eastward-propagating signal, though without a clear

wave train. The response over the North Atlantic is

weak and canceled out by a westward-propagating

signal.

Overall, these steady-solution LBVE model results

indicate that the upper-tropospheric response over the

North Atlantic observed in ENSO-based composites

for the OND and AMJ seasons is consistent with a sim-

ple linear barotropic response to El Ni~no–related di-

vergence forcing over the equatorial Pacific. However,

the LBVE model simulations with basic perturbation

divergence forcing for the JFM season do not capture

the features seen in composites for that season, sug-

gesting that other processes are involved in producing

the observed response. Indeed, this form of the LBVE

model has a single response pattern over the North

Atlantic for the JFM, AMJ, and OND seasons that

consists of a northeastward-propagating wave train. This

wave train seems to amplify in the vicinity of the British

Isles, producing a stronger anomaly in this region, which

is coincident with the exit of the North Atlantic jet.

During JAS, some of the features seen in composites are

reproduced by an eastward-propagating signal; how-

ever, this signal is weak and the Northern Hemisphere

response to ENSO forcing is predominantly restricted to

the Pacific basin and a westward-propagating signal in

the NAA jet (as shown in Shaman and Tziperman 2007;

Shaman et al. 2009).

b. Time-integrated Rossby wave source response

The time-integrated version of the LBVE model [Eq.

(2.2)] was next used to explore the effects of full Rossby

wave source ENSO-related forcing on upper-tropospheric

conditions. The full Rossby wave source [Eq. (2.3)] in-

cludes linearized vortex stretching terms and vorticity

advection by the divergent wind. With the inclusion of

the additional forcing terms, the day 50 JFM response

captures the pattern of alternately signed vorticity anom-

alies that propagate northeastward over the United States

then recurve southeastward over the subtropical Atlantic

(Fig. 8). This wave train matches the vorticity pattern

seen in reanalysis composites (Fig. 1). As in the com-

posites, this wave train pattern is centered over the west-

ernAtlantic away fromEurope; however, unlike theNNR

composites, a dipole of positive vorticity centered west

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but with a pole-to-pole sponge layer of in-

creased damping applied and centered at 908W.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 3, but only shown for the JAS season and with

a pole-to-pole sponge layer of increased damping applied and

centered at 1508E.
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of the British Isles and negative vorticity to the south

remains.

For theAMJ season, the day 50 LBVEmodelAtlantic

basin response to full Rossby wave source forcing is

dominated by a vorticity dipole. This response is much

more pronounced than in either the steady-state response

(Fig. 3) or the NNR composites. As for the steady-state

simulation, the time-integrated full Rossby wave source–

forced solution anomalies are farther west over the North

Atlantic than theweak dipole anomalies seen in theNNR

composites (Fig. 1). A negative vorticity anomaly over

northern Europe is also seen in the time-integrated full

Rossby wave source–forced solution (Fig. 8), which is

also evident in the reanalysis composites.

For the JAS season, a vorticity dipole is produced over

the western North Atlantic in the full Rossby wave

source–forced LBVEmodel solution. A similar solution

is produced in the steady-state LBVE model with

damping applied at 908W (Fig. 6). No corresponding

dipole feature is evident in the JAS NNR composite.

The time-integrated response to full Rossby wave

source forcing during the OND season (Fig. 8) is similar

to the steady-state response to divergent forcing (Fig. 3).

A vorticity dipole solution develops over the North At-

lantic that corresponds to ENSO-derived NNR compos-

ite anomalies (Fig. 1; though this time-integrated model

solution is shifted somewhat to the south and west).

A similar set of vorticity solutions is seen for all sea-

sons in time-integrated solutions of the LBVE model

with full Rossby wave source forcing and a sponge layer

of damping centered at 1508E (not shown). This finding

indicates that the ENSO-related response of this version

of the LBVE model in the North Atlantic/European

sector is primarily because of eastward-propagating

signals.

Finally, the effect of the forcing location on the Rossby

wave response was tested further by subdividing the

forcing along the ITCZ. Figure 9 shows the seasonal

solutions to full Rossby wave source forcing applied

from 08–108N, 1508–908W, and Fig. 10 shows the same

for full Rossby wave source forcing applied from 08–
108N, 1508E–1508W. These figures demonstrate that

the upper-tropospheric vorticity response over North

America and the North Atlantic is principally a result of

forcing over the eastern equatorial Pacific. Indeed, fur-

ther experiments reveal that the region east of 1208W
is particularly critical for the excitation of these wave

trains (not shown). A similar sensitivity to forcing loca-

tion is also seen in steady solutions of the LBVE model.

Overall, the time integrations of the LBVE model

with full Rossby wave source forcing indicate that ad-

ditional source terms, including vorticity advection by

the divergent wind, are needed to represent some of the

features seen in reanalysis composites. In particular,

the wave train structure observed over North America

and the western North Atlantic during boreal winter is

produced in this model setting with these additional

terms.

4. CAM4 simulations

The seasonal teleconnection between ENSO and the

North Atlantic/European sector was next explored us-

ing simulations with the CAM4. This model was used to

provide a more complete representation of the atmo-

spheric processes, most of which are not simulated by the

LBVEmodel, that potentiallymediate this teleconnection.

FIG. 8. Vorticity solution for day 50 of the time-integrated LBVE

model linearized about 3-month seasonal 200-hPa NNR back-

ground and forced with full Rossby wave source forcing [Eq. (2.3)],

including perturbation divergence from 08–108N, 1708E–908W. The

contour interval is 43 1026 s21. Negative contours are dashed and

the zero contour is omitted.
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Not only does the LBVE model not capture moist pro-

cesses or baroclinic and nonlinear effects, but also, by

virtue of linearization about an ‘‘average’’ background

state, the model ignores transient, subseasonal variability

that may be more or less conducive for Rossby wave

signal propagation (Held et al. 2002).

a. Composite analysis of the long run

Seasonal ENSO-based composites of upper- and lower-

tropospheric fields were derived from the 1870–1999 con-

tinuous run of the AGCM. Composites of precipitation

over the Pacific were similar to observations with in-

creased precipitation along the ITCZ north of the

equator and on both sides of the equator in the central

Pacific (not shown).

For the JFM season, the 200-hPa vorticity composite

reveals a wave train of alternately signed anomalies that

emanates from the equatorial Pacific and propagates

northeastward over the central United States, where-

upon the wave train refracts off the jet over North

America and moves southeastward over the subtropical

North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 11). The path of this sea-

sonal wave train has previously been described using

ray tracing (Shaman and Tziperman 2005) and has been

represented in composite fields from other AGCM in-

tegrations (Pohlmann and Latif 2005). This model-

derived pattern of vorticity anomalies closely matches

the ENSO-based composites made using NNR (Fig. 1).

In both the CAM and NNR composites, the vorticity

anomalies, as well as 200-hPa zonal wind anomalies, are

centered over the western Atlantic and North America,

well to the west of the European coast. The CAM com-

posites also capture the strong North Pacific vorticity

anomalies seen in the NNR composites. The CAM

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but with perturbation divergence forcing ap-

plied from 08–108N, 1508–908W.
FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but with perturbation divergence forcing

applied from 08–108N, 1508E–1508W.
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composites, however, are centered slightly to the north

of the NNR.

ForAMJ, theCAMcomposites of upper-tropospheric

conditions reveal a weak ENSO response that is similar

to the NNR ENSO-based composite and the forced so-

lution of the LBVEmodel. Namely, both composites and

the LBVE model produce a positive vorticity anomaly

along the European coast centered around 458N. The

CAM long-run composite anomaly is situated farther

east and to the south directly over the western European

coast, whereas the LBVE model solution and NNR

composite anomalies are to the west of the British Isles.

Both the CAM long-run and NNR composites have a

weak negative anomaly to the south of the positive

anomaly, which forms a dipole that is reminiscent of the

OND response, though weaker. In addition, the CAM

long-run composites show weak westerly wind anoma-

lies over southern Iberia and North Africa. These winds

are stronger and shifted to the south of the NNR com-

posite winds (Fig. 1).

For the JAS season, the CAM long-run composite

produces a positive anomaly over the subtropical At-

lantic, North Africa, and the Mediterranean Sea that is

coincident with the NAA jet (Fig. 11). Increased winds

are also evident along the southern flank of the jet.

Both these features are evident in the 200-hPa NNR

composites (Fig. 1). North of the NAA jet over the North

Atlantic and western Europe the CAM composites

FIG. 11. The 3-month seasonal ENSO-based composites of 200-hPa (left) relative vorticity and (right) zonal wind

derived from an 1870–1999 integration of CAM4. The contour intervals are (left) 4 3 1026 s21 and (right) 2m s21.

Negative contours are dotted and the zero contour is omitted. Gray areas denote regions significant at the 95% level

(p , 0.05) based on bootstrap confidence intervals estimated by the generation of 5000 random CAM4 composite

maps for each 3-month seasonal period.
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exhibit additional vorticity and wind anomalies that pos-

sess an orientation from west-southwest to east-northeast.

The NNR has similarly oriented composite anomalies in

both vorticity and zonal wind; however, these anomalies

are farther to the north than in the AGCM.

TheCAM long-runOND composite captures much of

the seasonal ENSO-related 200-hPa variability over the

North Atlantic from 08 to 508N. Unlike the forced so-

lution of the LBVE model (Fig. 3), the CAM long run

depicts a north–south column of alternating vorticity

and wind anomalies over the Atlantic, including a pos-

itive vorticity anomaly at 158N, a negative vorticity

anomaly at 308N, and a positive vorticity anomaly at

508N. A similar pattern, offset to the south, is evident in

the zonal wind composite. These patterns better match

the NNR composites for this season, though they fail to

capture the vorticity and wind anomalies north of 608N.

The OND CAM long-run composites, however, also

show a diminution in the strength of the vorticity re-

sponse over and west of Great Britain that under-

represents this feature as seen in the NNR composites.

Indeed, the LBVE model solutions seem to better cap-

ture this response, which is critical for the ENSO

teleconnection with Europe. These results suggest

that additional processes within CAM may be overly

dampening the direct Rossby wave response to ENSO

variability.

Overall, the CAM long run captures many of the

prominent features of seasonal upper-tropospheric

ENSO-related variability over the North Atlantic and

Europe. Specifically, the model simulates the seasonal

changes in the magnitude of the teleconnection with

a strong boreal fall and winter response but a weaker

boreal spring and summer response. CAM does a much

better job than the LBVE model depicting the JFM

response to ENSO, including the response over the

North Pacific. Clearly, inclusion of the processes absent

from the LBVEmodel, such as transient, nonlinear, and

baroclinic effects, improved representation of the win-

tertime response. CAM4 also includes stratospheric pres-

sure levels; previous work has indicated that stratospheric

conditions and wave activity may mediate the ENSO–

European teleconnection during winter (Ineson and

Scaife 2009), so a possible role for the stratosphere in

modulating the wintertime Rossby wave response also

exists.

The position of the upper-tropospheric ENSO-related

anomalies during AMJ and OND is also better simu-

lated with CAM than forced solutions of the LBVE

model. This finding suggests that while the basis of the

teleconnection is determined by a stationary barotropic

Rossby wave train, downstream processes modify the

seasonal atmospheric response over the North Atlantic

and Europe. Indeed, in boreal winter such modification

is important and alters the trajectory and magnitude of

the response (including over the North Pacific), whereas

in spring and fall the modifications are more limited and

result in an amplification at the exit region of the North

Atlantic jet and an alignment of anomalies along the

European and North African coasts.

Composites of lower-tropospheric variables are next

presented. The zonal wind ENSO composite structure

for JFM roughly matches reanalysis, with a negative

wind anomaly slanting from west-southwest to east-

northeast stretching from 488N near New Brunswick,

Canada, to Scandinavia, as well as positive wind anom-

alies to the north and south of this negative wind anomaly

(Fig. 12). However, the magnitude of these zonal wind

anomalies in the CAM simulation is much less than seen

in reanalysis. This reduced magnitude, in conjunction

with weak inaccurate 850-hPa moisture anomalies in the

sector, leads to zonal moisture advection anomalies

over the North Atlantic that are much weaker than seen

in reanalysis (Shaman 2013, manuscript submitted to

J. Climate).

For the AMJ and JAS seasons, both the CAM and

NNR lower-tropospheric zonal wind and zonal moisture

advection composites did not produce a strong signal.

For both seasons between 408 and 568N, the easterly

anomalies seen in the reanalysis composites (Fig. 4 of

Shaman 2013, manuscript submitted to J. Climate) are

shifted to the west in the CAMcomposites (Fig. 12), well

away from the European coast and the easterly wind

anomalies seen in the upper troposphere (Fig. 11).

However, the CAM composites for both AMJ and JAS

have westerly anomalies of both zonal wind and zonal

moisture advection over the North Atlantic south of

408N and extending to southern Europe, which is in

agreement with reanalysis.

The OND CAM ENSO composite shows an 850-hPa

zonal wind anomaly that roughly matches the dipole

response in the upper troposphere. OND is the only sea-

son that produces the semblance of an equivalent baro-

tropic response within the model over the North Atlantic.

However, this projection to the lower troposphere is

weaker than in reanalysis and shifted a bit to the west.

Overall, the CAM long-run seasonal composites de-

pict the ENSO–upper tropospheric teleconnection over

the North Atlantic and Europe, but do not represent

ENSO-related variability in the lower troposphere well,

particularly along the western European coast.

b. CAM perpetual-run experiments

To more clearly identify the forcing region associated

with the seasonal ENSO-related response over the North

Atlantic and Europe within the CAM and to determine
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whether this seasonal response was itself dependent

on the seasonal cycle, a suite of forced experiments were

next performed with CAM4 fixed to run perpetually on

a specified date. The 20-yr perpetual simulations were

run for the dates 14 February, 15 May, 15 August, and

15November forcedwith either averagemonthlyElNi~no

or La Ni~na conditions. The last 10yr of these integrations

were then used to construct El Ni~no minus La Ni~na

composites of the atmospheric response.

Figure 13 presents El Ni~no minus La Ni~na composites

of 200-hPa relative vorticity and zonal wind for perpet-

ual simulations forced with global ENSO SSTs and sea

ice. The upper-tropospheric response produced by these

forced simulations is very similar to the seasonal com-

posites derived from the long run of CAM (Fig. 11).

Specifically, the 14 February perpetual-forced simula-

tion composites produce the same strong wintertime

teleconnection pattern centered over the western At-

lantic and North America.

Of the four perpetual dates, the 15 May perpetual

composite has the weakest match with its corresponding

seasonal (AMJ) long-run composite, particularly over

the North Atlantic and Europe. In that region, the

perpetual composite fails to capture the weak positive

FIG. 12. The 3-month seasonal ENSO-based composites of 850-hPa (left) zonal wind, (center) specific humidity, and (right) zonal

humidity flux derived from an 1870–1999 integration of CAM4. The contour intervals are (left) 0.5m s21, (center) 13 1024 kg kg21, and

(right) 23 1023 kg kg21m s21. Negative contours are dotted and the zero contour is omitted. Gray areas denote regions significant at the

95% level (p , 0.05) based on bootstrap confidence intervals estimated by generation of 5000 random CAM4 composite maps for each

3-month seasonal period.
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anomaly near the British Isles seen in the long-run

composite (Fig. 11) and reanalysis (Fig. 1).

The perpetual 15 August upper-tropospheric com-

posites (Fig. 13) are very similar to their long-run JAS

counterpart. Over the North Atlantic, the response is

primarily in the NAA jet and over open water. The

15 November perpetual composites are also similar to

their long-run (OND) counterpart. The anomalous rel-

ative vorticity maxima off the west coast of Europe and

Africa are stronger in the perpetual composite, which is

more representative of reanalysis (Fig. 1). Strong onshore

westerlies over southern Europe are also produced in the

15 November perpetual composite.

The similarity of the long-run and perpetual-run

CAMcomposites for thewinter, summer, and fall seasons

indicates that ENSO-related differences in SSTs and

sea ice produce a simultaneous seasonal atmospheric

response over the North Atlantic and Europe within this

model. That is, the response is not dependent on ante-

cedent conditions, such as prior season SSTs or land

snow cover.

Experiments were next performed to determine

whether themodel response over theNorthAtlantic and

Europe is primarily because of tropical Pacific SST

variability and not associated with SST or sea ice changes

in other oceanic regions. Forced perpetual simulations

were repeated but with average monthly El Ni~no or La

Ni~na SST conditions only applied in the tropical Pacific

between 308S and 308N. Outside the tropical Pacific,

monthly climatological SSTs and sea ice were imposed.

FIG. 13. El Ni~no minus La Ni~na composites of 200-hPa (left) relative vorticity and (right) zonal wind derived from

years 11–20 of forced 20-yr perpetual runs of CAM4 fixed to 14 Feb, 15 May, 15 Aug, and 15 Nov. Global average

El Ni~no and La Ni~na SST and sea ice conditions for the respective month of the perpetual setting were used to force

these integrations. The contour intervals are (left) 43 1026 s21 and (right) 2m s21. Negative contours are dotted and

the zero contour is omitted.
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The composites derived from simulations forced with

only tropical Pacific SST ENSO-related variability

(Fig. 14) are similar to those produced using global SST

and sea ice ENSO-related variability. For the perpetual

14 February simulations, the same teleconnection pat-

tern is apparent in the upper troposphere in both the

relative vorticity and zonal wind fields. In addition, in

both the tropical Pacific and globally forced composites

lower-tropospheric onshore wind anomalies are gener-

ated over much of western Europe, and offshore anom-

alies are produced along the coast of Scandinavia. These

lower-tropospheric composite anomalies, which are well

offset to the north and east of the upper-tropospheric zonal

wind anomalies, are not present in reanalysis composites

(Fig. 4 of Shaman 2013, manuscript submitted to J. Cli-

mate); rather, reanalysis depicts an equivalent barotropic

structure in the zonal wind composites during JFM.

The 15 May and 15 August composites derived from

the tropically forced perpetual simulations reveal only

a nominal upper-tropospheric response over the North

Atlantic and Europe (Fig. 14). These upper-tropospheric

responses are similar to the globally forced perpetual

FIG. 14. El Ni~no minus La Ni~na composites of (left) 200-hPa relative vorticity, (center) 200-hPa zonal wind, and (right) 850-hPa zonal

wind derived from years 11–20 of forced 20-yr perpetual runs of CAM4 fixed to 14 Feb, 15 May, 15 Aug, and 15 Nov. Monthly average

El Ni~no and LaNi~na SST conditions for the PacificOcean between 308S and 308N and climatological SST and sea ice conditions elsewhere

for the respective month of the perpetual setting were used to force these integrations. The contour intervals are (left) 4 3 1026 s21,

(center) 2m s21, and (right) 0.5m s21. Negative contours are dotted and the zero contour is omitted.
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simulation composites but more muted. The 15 May

perpetual simulation composites remain dissimilar

from the long-run AMJ composite (Fig. 11), which is

better matched with reanalysis. On the other hand, in

the lower troposphere, the 15 May and 15 August

850-hPa zonal wind perpetual-run composites are similar

to the long-run composites for AMJ and JAS. None of

these CAM 850-hPa zonal wind composites represent

the anomalies evident in reanalysis along the European

coast, though it should be noted that these reanalysis

composite anomalies are for the most part not statisti-

cally significant.

The 15 November, tropically forced perpetual simu-

lation composites are well matched with their globally

forced counterparts, though the positive vorticity anom-

aly in the upper troposphere is centered farther west. The

wind composite anomalies in both the upper and lower

troposphere move onshore over southern Europe and,

in the lower troposphere, are offshore over northern

Europe. In this respect, all the boreal fall CAM simu-

lation composites match the reanalysis.

Overall, the perpetual simulations reveal that the bulk

of the upper-tropospheric response over the North At-

lantic and Europe during the fall and winter is forced by

variability in the tropical Pacific and that this response is

relatively instantaneous. Certainly, there is some role

for forcing from other regions and antecedent condi-

tions, as demonstrated by prior studies. For instance,

Mathieu et al. (2004) found that Atlantic SSTs have a

role determining the North Atlantic–European response

to individual El Ni~no events using the Hadley Centre

AGCM. However, as represented by CAM4, these ef-

fects are less predominant than the seasonally instan-

taneous, tropical Pacific–forced response.

Both the perpetual and long-run CAM simulations

fail to project this upper-tropospheric response ap-

propriately to the lower troposphere during boreal

winter (Figs. 13 and 14). Instead, the wintertime lower-

tropospheric ENSO composite structure mimics the

autumn pattern. The autumn lower-tropospheric response

matches reanalysis, and through the entire troposphere,

theCAMsimulations produce the appropriate equivalent

barotropic structure (not shown).

During boreal spring and summer, the North Atlantic

and European response within CAM to ENSO-related

forcing is much more muted. Some features seen in

reanalysis are reproduced, in particular the NAA jet

response during summer. Other features around the

British Isles, such as the offshore winds during summer,

are not represented; however, these latter composite

reanalysis features are for the most part not statistically

significant and do not offer a robust target for model

comparison.

5. LBVE with CAM fields

The long-run and perpetual CAM 200-hPa clima-

tological fields were next used as the background for

further forced simulations with the LBVE model. Di-

vergence forcing set to 33 1026 s21, as used in all other

LBVE experiments, was imposed at 08–108N, 1708–
2708E on the steady-state LBVE model [Eq. (2.1)].

These simulations were used to determine if funda-

mental differences between the CAM-simulated and

NNR basic state might account for the changes in upper-

tropospheric response to ENSO-related variability seen

among simulations with the LBVE model (Fig. 3) and

CAM (Figs. 11, 13, and 14).

The results using the monthly long-run CAM clima-

tologies as the background produced results (Fig. 15)

consistent with the forced solutions found using re-

analysis as the climatology (Fig. 3). This finding indicates

that the pronounced difference in the CAM long-run

composites, particularly in boreal winter when theAGCM

better captures the ENSO-related variability seen in

reanalysis composites, is principally because of pro-

cesses represented in the AGCM that are absent from

the LBVE model and is not because of a discrepancy

between the CAM and NNR mean fields.

The LBVE model solutions made using the perpetual

CAM climatologies as the background are similar to the

long-run and reanalysis solutions for boreal winter and

summer backgrounds. The perpetual February back-

ground produces a weaker LBVE-forced response over

the North Atlantic than the long-run February clima-

tology, but in similar fashion fails to produce the strong

recurving wave train pattern over North America and

the western North Atlantic (e.g., Fig. 11). The perpetual

August background produces little response over the

North Atlantic, except in the NAA jet, as is seen for the

same forcing of the CAM long-run and reanalysis boreal

summer climatology backgrounds with the LBVEmodel.

The perpetual November background yields a stronger

North Atlantic response than either the CAM long-run

or reanalysis backgrounds; however, the form of the re-

sponse is similar (Fig. 15).

Only forcing of the May perpetual background pro-

duces a steady-state LBVE model solution that is dis-

tinct in pattern from other boreal spring solutions.

Similarly, the perpetual May CAM composites (Fig. 14)

were dissimilar to their long-run AMJ CAM composite

counterparts (Fig. 11). To determine if large discrep-

ancies in the seasonal-mean state existed among CAM

and NNR, additional perpetual date simulations were

performed with CAM but using 1949–2011 climatolog-

ical SST forcing. This investigation revealed that the

perpetual May 200-hPa zonal wind mean field, as forced
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with climatological SSTs, differed substantially from

NNR climatology, whereas the long-run May climatol-

ogy did not (Fig. 16). Perpetual runs with alternate spring

dates (e.g., 1 June) had similar discrepancies in themean

upper-tropospheric winds. This problem did not afflict

other seasons (not shown). Thus, it appears that while

other seasons were fine, the perpetual runs during bo-

real spring did not produce a realistic upper-tropospheric

climatology. Consequently, the 15 May perpetual-run

ENSO-forced composites shown in Figs. 13 and 14 should

be interpreted with caution.

6. Discussion

The model experiments presented here indicate that

ENSO-associated upper-tropospheric vorticity anomalies

over the North Atlantic and Europe are principally pro-

duced by Rossby waves that manifest in the upper tropo-

sphere and that atmospheric interactions and feedback

with those Rossby waves alters the spatial structure and

amplitude of the response, particularly during the JFM

season. This teleconnection is evident, in its most basic

form, during boreal fall, winter, and spring as an eastward-

propagating stationary barotropicRossbywave train. These

waves are excited primarily by forcing over the far eastern

equatorial Pacific. Thewave train appears to amplify in the

vicinity of the British Isles, producing a stronger anomaly

in this region, which is coincident with the exit of theNorth

Atlantic jet. Simulation of this basic wave train response is

produced by the LBVE model with divergence forcing.

Simulations with both the full Rossby wave source

LBVE model and CAM4 indicate that other processes,

FIG. 15. Vorticity solution of steady-state LBVE model linearized about CAM (left) long-run and (right)

perpetual-run monthly 200-hPa climatologies and forced with perturbation divergence from 08–108N, 1708E–908W.

The contour interval is 4 3 1026 s21. Negative contours are dashed and the zero contour is omitted.
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including vorticity advection, modify and attenuate

the basic wave train response. During boreal winter the

Rossby wave train path is greatly affected by down-

stream processes and instead appears to reflect off the

jet over North America and propagate to the southeast

over the Atlantic Ocean. During boreal spring, the re-

sponse at the North Atlantic jet exit is weakened in

AGCM simulations. The jet exit response remains the

most robust during boreal fall. These simulations are

consistent with observational findings (Shaman 2013,

manuscript submitted to J. Climate).

The sensitivity of theNorthAtlantic upper-tropospheric

vorticity response to the forcing location is apparent in

the LBVE model experiments. Forcing over the far

eastern tropical Pacific is needed to excite the eastward-

propagating wave trains during boreal fall, winter, and

spring. This finding suggests that the North Atlantic/

European sector response will depend on the structure

of the ENSO event. For instance, El Ni~no Modoki

events (characterized by warming in the central tropical

Pacific but not the eastern tropical Pacific) should not

affect conditions over the North Atlantic as strongly as

a canonical El Ni~no event. Similarly, Toniazzo and

Scaife (2006) noted that the observed wintertime

ENSO–European teleconnection developed more fully

during strong El Ni~no events characterized by larger

SST anomalies and greater precipitation in the eastern

Pacific. Indeed, the findings indicate that divergence

forcing over the far eastern Pacific is crucial for producing

the responses seen in reanalysis composites during boreal

fall, winter, and spring.

In addition, the wave train response appears to de-

pend critically on seasonal wind patterns. During boreal

summer, easterlies over the tropical Pacific (Fig. 4)

are associated with a change in the character of the

teleconnection that includes both eastward- andwestward-

propagating signals and a relatively weak upper-

tropospheric response over western Europe. Rossby

wave propagation out of the tropics is typically reduced

by tropical easterlies (Li and Nathan 1997). Here, the

summer easterlies may limit the strong northeastward

upper-tropospheric Rossby wave propagation needed to

produce significant anomalies over the North Atlantic

and coastal Europe. In addition, the boreal summer back-

ground supports westward-propagating waves, as has

previously been reported (Shaman and Tziperman 2007;

Shaman et al. 2009), which interfere with the eastward-

propagating signal over the North Atlantic.

In all seasons but summer, the LBVEmodel produces

a dipole response along the European coast in response

to El Ni~no forcing (e.g., Fig. 3). Prior work has suggested

that dipole structures at jet exit regions may manifest

because of instability growth processes (Simmons et al.

1983; Branstator 1985). In particular, Li and Nathan

(1997) showed that energy conversion can produce un-

stable modes at jet exits where eddy momentum fluxes

are concentrated. However, the LBVE model captures

much of the dipole signal while not representing many

atmospheric processes, including transient activity and

nonlinear feedbacks. This finding indicates that simple

forcing of the flow is a principal determinant of the di-

pole response off the European coast. Similar relation-

ships between tropical forcing and jet exit response have

been suggested from observational analysis (Blackmon

et al. 1984) and supported by modeling studies (Held

et al. 1989; Hoerling and Ting 1994). While feedback

from eddy momentum fluxes may still reinforce or al-

ter the jet exit region anomaly response pattern, such as

seen during JFM, the LBVE model experiments in-

dicate that the direct response of the mean flow itself to

tropical forcing can be large (Ting and Held 1990; Held

et al. 2002), such as seen during the AMJ and OND

seasons here. Still, the role that feedback may play in

maintaining and reinforcing the observed jet exit re-

sponse needs to be studied further.

The primary focus of this study is the investigation of

the mechanisms underpinning the teleconnection be-

tween the tropical Pacific and the North Atlantic/

European sector in the upper troposphere as simulated

by a hierarchy of model forms; however, some consid-

eration of the simulated lower-tropospheric response is

warranted. In observations, the European coastal upper-

tropospheric anomalies project to the surface and pro-

duce onshoremoisture advection near the surface (Shaman

FIG. 16. May CAM (top) long-run and (bottom) perpetual-run

200-hPa zonal wind climatologies withMay 1949–2011 NNR 200-hPa

climatological zonal wind subtracted. The contour interval is 5ms21.

Negative contours are dashed and the zero contour is omitted.
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2013, manuscript submitted to J. Climate). However,

in the AGCM simulations presented here, these lower-

tropospheric responses are not well captured. Specifi-

cally, during winter the 850-hPa zonal wind response is

too far to the east, and in the other seasons, particularly

spring and summer, it is often too far west (Figs. 12

and 14). So while the large-scale upper-tropospheric

response to ENSO over the North Atlantic is often well

simulated, the attendant lower-tropospheric response

is not. These inaccuracies would affect ENSO-related

precipitation anomaly rates within the AGCM. Such

deficiencies need to be explored further.

Future work should also test the effect of model res-

olution on the findings, as the wintertime North Atlantic/

European response to ENSO may be better represented

in a high-resolution model setting (Merkel and Latif

2002). Higher resolution may be particularly important

for resolving smaller-scale features in the lower tropo-

sphere. In addition, this work has explored the average

response to ENSO events without consideration of

decadal-scale variability. Future study should explore

the effects of downstream systems, such as the Pacific

decadal oscillation and the North Atlantic Oscillation

(Zanchettin et al. 2008), as well as volcanic activity and

stratospheric conditions (Br€onnimann 2007; Ineson and

Scaife 2009), all of which could modulate the described

Rossby wave teleconnection linking ENSO with the

North Atlantic and Europe.

Overall, the models replicate the stronger boreal fall

and winter response and the weaker spring and summer

response seen in the reanalysis composites. Further-

more, the AGCM perpetual simulations indicate that

these seasonal teleconnections do not rely strongly on

prior conditions; rather, the upper-tropospheric responses

to ENSO in the North Atlantic/European sector are

seasonally instantaneous. In general, much of the sea-

sonal teleconnection between ENSO and variability over

the North Atlantic and Europe seems to be mediated by

Rossby wave communication through the atmosphere.
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